The Fair Internet Trader - FIT

- goal
  - makes security framework of SEMPER instantly usable

- concept
  - fair person to person trade

- flexibility
  - standard BA’s for standard operation
  - tailored BA’s for other operations
  - execute transactions manually without additional effort
  - single access to a variety of payment schemes

- fairness and security
  - same security features for buyer and seller
  - records of transactions as proof of evidence
  - total control and defined trading conditions

2. SEMPERDAY Zurich, 4. November 1998
The Fair Internet Trader - FIT

- **the idea**
  - defined context
  - negotiation of context of a business transaction
  - controlled by SEMPER core
  - records on all transactions

- **highlights**
  - fundamental sales procedures
  - negotiation of a sales contract
  - signed offers & signed orders
  - multiple on line payment schemes
  - online delivery
  - disputes handling
  - control of elementary business rules

**2. SEMPERDAY Zurich, 4. November 1998**
Sales of An Expertese with the FIT

Buyer

- the idea
- highlights
- setup

M. Steiner - responsible at MSSP - a fictive smart card manufacturer

FIT operational, has registered with SECA CA has installed Mandate/SET

Seller

T. Hecht - consultant at FOGRA - accredited for smartcard tests

FIT operational, has registered with SECA CA has installed Mandate/SET